
MICROSOFT PUBLISHER 2000 - Project Four Review

Short Answers
Layout guides organize ___________________ into straight columns and rows.
To ameliorate printer problems that you experience while printing, you could ___________________.
A __________________ uses tints or shades of one color to create a special pattern of increased shading with another color, usually white. 
Publisher displays 10 tints and 10 shades of each basic color in its ___________________ bar.
Press ___________________ to make a text frame transparent.
___________________ is a variegated font.
On the Tools menu, you can set ___________________ to capitalize the first letter in a sentence and the first letter of the days of the week automatically.
The Design Gallery maintains a(n) ___________________ tab to which you may add objects for use in other publications, such as edited graphics or multiple logos.
___________________ are in the Toolbar Options dialog box, as options for use by vision-impaired individuals.
You can change the placement of an object in a publication by using the ___________________.
An entry of -90 in the Rotation text box is converted to ___________________.
Scaling is available for any text frame using the ___________________ command on the Format menu.
Publisher supports the direct editing of objects drawn in Microsoft ___________________.
A style contains text formatting information such as ___________________.
A business card usually contains _____________________________________.
The Business Card Wizard ___________________ for the production of a business card.
Publisher fully supports importing styles from documents created in Microsoft ___________________.
In the Page Setup dialog box, the preset publication layout is ___________________ for portrait orientation on a standard size page.
In the Page Setup dialog box, the ___________________ layout option is used for cards, tent cards, and book-fold publications.
In a mail merge, the ___________________ publication contains the constant or unchanging text, punctuation, space, and graphics.

True/False
____ There is a wizard that will fit every situation.
____ When you first start Publisher, the Blank Publications Catalog displays.
____ Publisher displays each publication with layout guides around the edge of the page as a sort of margin.
____ The size of the printing area for publications varies among printers and depends on paper sizes.
____ Web pages display layout guides at the edge of the publication page.
____ If your printer stops short of printing an entire page, resulting in only the top portion of the publication printing, it is likely the result of a computer memory problem.
____ You can hide the rulers using the Ruler menu, thus increasing the size of the workspace.
____ You can edit an information set at any time -before, during, or after performing other publication tasks.
____ Although every new publication has the Home/Family personal information set selected by default, it is easy to apply a different personal information set to the publication.
____ Publications created from scratch cannot use the personal information sets.
____ To affect changes for all future publications, you edit personal information components through the Edit menu.
____ When you make changes to a personal information set while creating a publication, it is necessary to save the publication in order to save changes to the personal information set.
____ To remove a personal information component permanently, you must delete its text from the Personal Information dialog box.
____ Letterhead is an easy way to convey company information to the reader and quickly establish a formal and legitimate mode of correspondence.
____ Generally, it is cost effective for companies to outsource their letterhead.
____ Black-and-white or spot-color letterhead is less common and less expensive than composite or process color.
____ Tints and shades are incremented in twenty-percent intervals.
____ When you insert a component, Publisher places it in the center of the screen with a preset font and font size; you then may move it and format the text as necessary.
____ Applied formatting affects the current publication only.
____ If you change the information in a personal information component, all components of that type will change or synchronize in the current publication.
____ Editing any personal information component except the logo changes all other publications that use that component.
____ The Measurements toolbar offers the same character spacing and typesetting options regardless of the type of object selected.
____ Accessed either through the View menu or by double-clicking one of the Object boxes on the status bar, the Measurements toolbar is a floating toolbar with nine text boxes.
____ The Kerning box on the Measurements toolbar controls the general space between characters.
____ The Measurements toolbar sets the location and size of an object as well as its angle of rotation.
____ The Tracking box on the Measurements toolbar controls subtle spacing between paired characters.
____ The Line Spacing box on the Measurements toolbar controls vertical spacing between lines of selected text.
____ The preset unit of measurement for the Kerning box on the Measurements toolbar is percent.
____ The preset unit of measurement for the Rotation box on the Measurements toolbar is degrees.
____ The preset unit of measurement for the Vertical Position box on the Measurements toolbar is inches.
____ You can rotate any object or grouped objects, including text, for special effects.
____ Positive numbers rotate clockwise.
____ To position characters closer together, some early typesetters used knives to shave bits of lead from the sides of wide characters.
____ Text in smaller point size usually does not need to be kerned.
____ Publisher lets you choose from normal, expanded, and condensed scaling for special effects.
____ Tracking fine-tunes the amount of space between specific character pairs that would otherwise appear to be too close together or too far apart.
____ Used for resizing, cropping is appropriate for subtle changes to make a graphic fit in tight places.
____ If you have a black and white graphic, you can convert it to a tint or shade of any one color.
____ You can recolor, scale, or crop any graphic when you click Change Picture on the shortcut menu of any picture frame.
____ Caricature drawings and intentionally distorted photographs routinely use cropping.
____ If you use TrueType fonts, Publisher uses the same font to display text on the screen and on the printout.
____ When you apply a style, you apply a whole group of formats in one step.
____ Using the Format Painter is easier than using a style when you have multiple pages or multiple documents.
____ Styles from Microsoft Word documents can be imported into Publisher.
____ When you take your Publisher file to a commercial printing service, the printing service does not need to have the fonts you used in your publication.
____ Publisher supplied fonts have license restrictions, so your printing service may need to purchase a copy if you plan to use them in the documents you send out to a commercial printing service.
____ Each of the four personal information sets must contain the same logo.
____ Once inserted into a personal information set, a logo can be cleared or deleted from the set.
____ Logos from the Design Gallery are not placed automatically into the information set.

Short Answer
In the Publisher Catalog, the _______________________ tab contains blank previews for full pages, Web pages, cards, posters, and banners.
The size of the printing area, or printable _______________________, varies among printers and depends on paper sizes.
On the _______________________ menu, point to Toolbars, and then click each toolbar name on the Toolbars submenu to turn it on or off.
As shown in the accompanying figure, _______________________ guides are the nonprinting green dotted lines that display on the pages of a publication and that are used for alignment.
A personal information set is a set of fields, or _______________________, containing information about a person, a business, or an organization.
In many businesses, _______________________ is preprinted stationery with important facts about the company and blank space to display the purpose of the correspondence.
If you have a Microsoft IntelliMouse(r), you can zoom in and out of a publication by holding the _______________________ key while rotating the wheel forward or backward.
To check your color palette setting, right-click the desktop, click _______________________ on the shortcut menu, click the Setting tab, and locate the Color palette box.
A(n) _______________________ is a gradation of a color with reference to its mixture with white.
A(n) _______________________ is a mixture of a base color and black.
_______________________ behind shapes or large areas add subtle contrast and create an illusion of texture and depth.
Publisher suggests using _______________________ fills to draw attention and heighten interest.
_______________________ fonts display characters that are not solid, allowing the fill color to partially display in the character.
The _______________________ toolbar sets the location and size of an object as well as the angle of rotation.
The _______________________ box on the Measurements toolbar controls the horizontal distance from the upper-left corner of the page to the upper-left corner of the object.
The _______________________ box on the Measurements toolbar controls the width of the text.
The ______________________ box on the Measurements toolbar controls the vertical spacing between lines of selected text.
When early typesetters used knives to shave bits of lead from the sides of wide characters, the resulting overhang was called a(n) _______________________.
_______________________ refers to the adjustment of the general spacing between characters.
_______________________ is a special form of tracking related to pairs of characters that may display too close together, even with standard tracking.
_______________________ kerning is applied to 14-point text and above.
With _______________________ kerning, Publisher lets you choose from normal, expanded, and condensed kerning for special effects.
_______________________ means making a large-scale color change to the entire graphic.
_______________________, when it applies to graphics, means changing the vertical or horizontal size of the graphic by a percentage.
_______________________ is cutting out part of a graphic.
A(n) _______________________ is a set of formatting characteristics that you apply to text to change its appearance quickly.
When a logo becomes part of a personal information set, Publisher stores the logo in a file in the default folder for Microsoft Office applications, and _______________________ it with the personal information set, which means that the set will always look to that file for the logo.
A(n) _______________________ is a small publication, 31/2 -by-2 inches, printed on heavy stock paper.
To facilitate editing, you may enter any number between 10 and 400 in the _______________________ box.
When you click the Zoom box arrow and then select the _______________________ option, the entire page will display at the largest magnification possible for your monitor.
The term _______________________ refers to both the process and the result of planning and arranging objects in a publication.
The term _______________________ generically describes a collection of data, organized in a manner that allows access, retrieval, and use of that data.
The internally created data sources are called Publisher address _______________________.

